ecMeter
We listen to the Owners
In multitenant office facilities owners wanted to sell portions of their office space as office
condos. This didn’t always work out for them because of the separate metering becomes a
major expense and inhibits the opportunity. Rerouting plug load conduit and lighting conduit into
metering panels plus adding the upgrade from pneumatic to DDC could end up from $10$50,000. Luckily with the wide variety of wireless products this expense can be cut by one
quarter of the cost. The ecMeter combining with the ecWizard can provide complete energy
costs and monitoring opportunities, from the cloud to the iPhones and computers. Being aware
of what is being spent in energy per minute etc. is a major energy savings for any facility.
Facilities with one tenant or owner operated like governments can economically meter different
operational divisions within their building. Each division being held responsible for their energy
use and adding to total expenses for accounting and business decisions.
We listen to the owners and they want to know the costs and the wireless industry can
economically provide the owners with this information. Knowing the price per square foot of
energy use for a given area is valuable data.
My grandkids run through the house turning down the air conditioning and leaving the lights on
everywhere they go. It’s the same for tenants and building occupants that are not held
accountable for their energy use. The owners realize this and want to put a stop to this blatant
waste of energy.
Think about, how often do you turn the lights off and the air conditioning higher when you leave
your hotel room. We are all guilty. If the hotel room was equipped with the ecMeter and
ecWizard you might think about it a little different if you are charged for the usage.
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